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Abstract

In response to the increasing interest in and need for a practical brief measure in language testing, this study explored the properties of an offline short-form test (OSF) versus a conventional lengthy test. From the total of 98 vocabulary items pooled from the Iranian National University Entrance Exams, 60 items were selected for the conventional test (CT). To build the OSF, we created an item bank by examining the item response theory (IRT) parameter estimates. Data for the IRT calibration included the responses of 774,258 examinees. Upon the results of the item calibration, 43 items with the highest discrimination power and minimal guessing values from different levels of ability were selected for the item bank. Then, using the responses of 253 EFL learners, we compared the measurement properties of the OSF scores with those of the CT scores in terms of the score precision, score comparability, and consistency of classification decisions. The results revealed that although the OSF generally did not achieve the same level of measurement precision as the CT, it still achieved a desired level of precision while
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lessening the negative effects of a lengthy test. The results also signified an excellent degree of correspondence between OSF and CT scores and classification results. In all, findings suggest that OSF can stand as a reasonable alternative for a longer test, especially when conditions dictate that a very short test be used.
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**Introduction**

The desire for a shorter form of a test has been preceded by numerous efforts in the past decades, seemingly beginning when Doll (1917) first questioned if it was necessary to make use of all the Binet-Simon questions to estimate intelligence. Since then, test reduction efforts have appeared to be of growing interest for researchers of various domains. The term short form is reserved for those approaches in which a test has been reduced in length from an original full-length test. The widespread adoption of short forms highlights the point of practicality in administering a test. Unfortunately, the very feature of most conventional tests renders them less feasible. On average, most conventional tests, particularly those developed for measuring language proficiency, are too long which makes them less practical at least in time sensitive contexts. Petway (2010) noted that a measure that is too long may lead to unwanted forms of bias and threaten the clarity of the results as the examinees may experience fatigue or lose interest while responding a measure. Concerns such as these support efforts to develop short form tests which serve to reduce test length, abbreviate the administration process, and consequently lessen the burden placed on examinees. The added benefit of short forms articulated by Petway (2010, p. 53) is that “it removes some of the extraneous noise gained from items that do not share as much information with the total score”. In test reduction efforts, therefore, the focal issue is the indication of items which are functioning best as trait indicators and items which are not performing well psychometrically and thus should be considered for elimination. By and large, the task of short forms is to conserve time by removing items from the full test that do little to add to the measurement while sacrificing as little as possible the measurement precision. Indeed, this may lead to greater efficiency in measuring the examinees and obtaining scores (Haley, Coster, Andres, Kosinski, & Ni, 2004).

A short assessment can be beneficial where most of language tests then and now are quite lengthy, time-consuming, cumbersome, and unattractive which in turn,
would have detrimental effects on the outcomes. A good language measurement tool must be brief enough to be adopted in practice. These concerns were echoed and reaffirmed by Giouroglou and Economides (2004) who argued that “a test needs to be practical and economic. Maximum quality with less effort and within less time is preferable. Economy in time and item selection can result in increased test production and higher scores from the part of examinees” (p. 750). The need for shorter, psychometrically sound tests in language testing therefore appears high. Overall, if we select a powerful methodology for short-form development and build careful short forms, then, we can find scientifically supportable and hence valuable shortened tests (Smith, McCarthy, & Anderson, 2000).

**Short-form Tests: A Methodological Review**

Whereas the literature presents extensive guidance and discussions on understanding and developing a full-length test, issues related to a shortened version of a full-length test are rarely discussed to the same degree. With respect to language testing and specifically testing English as a foreign language, little or no mention is given to such concerns in reducing the length of a test. Nevertheless, one can organize the available short form tests, which have basically been developed for medical and clinical studies, roughly into two categories: one that uses classical test theory (CTT) in test construction procedures: CTT-based short tests and the other that employs IRT techniques in test construction: IRT-based short tests.

The construction of short tests using CTT involves the selection of the items according to classical indices. Different item selection strategies under this framework are available. Among them, the most common ones are item characteristics approach, correlational approach, and factor analytic approach. Despite their prevalence, the application of CTT item selection methods brings about some limitations on the test. A limitation of all these approaches is that the scores on the shortened tests will not be directly comparable with the scores from the full tests, because they are not on the same scale (Khan, 2010). Moreover, Hambleton, Swaminathan, and Rogers (1991) detailed problems of using the classical item characteristics approach. First, “classical indices are not invariant over populations that differ in ability” (p. 99). This means that if the group which is used to determine item characteristics is different from the target population for whom the test is to be used, “the item indices obtained will not be appropriate for the intended population” (p. 99). In other words, the success of such an approach
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depends on the extent to which the group and the intended population match. Second, “the contribution of an item to the reliability of the test does not depend on the characteristics of the item alone, but also on the relationship between the item and the other items in the test” (p. 100). Hence, it is not possible to determine the sole contribution of a single item to the reliability of a test and its conceptual converse, standard error of measurement. Accordingly, CTT does not permit us to select items to build a test with a prespecified desired measurement precision by adding or removing a set of items, even if a well-constructed item bank is available to choose items from.

With respect to the other two approaches, namely correlational approach and factor analytic approach, Stanton, Sinar, Balzer, and Smith (2002) explained that such approaches consider internal consistency maximization in making short tests. They argued that selecting items to maximize internal consistency would result in excluding all the items but those highly similar in content and thus including a set of items which are highly redundant in appearance, narrow in content, and potentially low in validity. Another potential negative consequence argued by Weiss (2004) is that, in order to maximize internal consistency reliability, typically items which are suitable for the average test takers in the group (i.e., items with average item difficulty indices) are selected. In so doing, the items could be regarded as the best measurement of the average examinees, too difficult for less proficient examinees, and too easy for more proficient ones. The choice, in these methods, therefore is almost always in favor of the average examinees.

IRT provides a more powerful method of item selection in short tests than does CTT (Drake, 2011). Here, item parameters are invariant, overcoming the limitations of CTT indices reviewed above. Under the IRT framework, test reduction is very often done by online mode of testing. An online short test is a dynamic short-form test where item selection and ability estimation are ongoing processes. Such tests are almost always carried out by computers and hence they are known as computerized adaptive tests (CATs). The aim of such tests is to reduce the length of a test and increase the efficiency of the test by providing for each examinee a set of informative items that measure the individual on the trait effectively (Weiss, 2004).

Despite the strength of CAT performance, there are still many educational communities which are slow to move into CAT due to the quite demanding process
of CAT development, both technically and financially. It takes a high level of knowledge and expertise, time, and money to develop an item bank and launch a CAT project (Dunkel, 1997). The lack of computer availability for the test administration may also impose some restrictions on the applicability of a CAT system. Whereas with a big room, a large number of individuals can take a paper and pencil (P&P) test, with a computer lab, seating capacity is more limited and a mass single administration may not be possible, resulting in the administration of the CAT two or more times. This may cause a group of students to be exposed to the same items which, in turn, makes it possible that the students could respond an item correctly based on their previous knowledge of the item rather than based on the ability that was intended to be measured (Johnson, 2006). This makes test/item security an issue of concern for CAT.

The difficulty of reviewing test form quality is another possible limitation of a CAT project. Zhang (2006) points out that an item bank as a whole can be examined and checked before its activation in a CAT project, but every examinee’s test form cannot be reviewed in advance because test forms do not come prepackaged but rather are individually designed in an on-going process. Thus, during the CAT administration, there is no opportunity for intervention. It has also been discussed that CAT is not suited for extended response type of items like essays because they cannot be scored online.

Thus, the need for an approximation or alternative to CAT that could be more straightforward and low-tech arose and attempts were made to develop a short test that mimic the CAT procedure in an offline mode, i.e. without computer and in a traditional P&P environment. This test is known as a static IRT-based short form, or in Padaki and Natarajan’s (2009) terms an offline test. An offline short form test (OSF) as an alternative short test design that purportedly addresses CAT’s nonpsychometric shortcomings is primarily used to achieve measurement efficiency, especially in the absence of computer technology.

The basic notion of an OSF is to mimic what a CAT would do in an offline and fixed mode. The idea of offline mode of short form has been around probably as far as the IRT framework is concerned. In recent years, however, the findings of Reise and Henson’s (2000) study coupled with concerns about the practical shortcomings of CAT have attracted interest in this alternative form of testing. Reise and Henson (2000) found that the four best items, i.e. the most discriminating items, were
selected most often when the CAT version of the Revised Neuroticism-Extroversion-Openness Personality Inventory (NEO PI-R) was administered. This finding suggested that a fixed short form of these four items would have performed as equally well as the CAT version of NEO PI-R.

By making slight modifications in the process of CAT, an OSF is implemented in a P&P environment which makes it more practical (Padaki & Natarajan, 2009). Since here the test is offline, items are not selected as the test proceeds but they are selected and prepackaged prior to the test administration, though the item selection rules are the same as those in CAT. Also, the examinee’s score, in the OSF system, is not estimated during the test after responding to every single item but it is estimated after responding to all the test items, though the rules for obtaining the scores are the same as CAT score estimation rules.

Methods applied for item selection in OSFs, like CAT, are primarily based on IRT-based item parameters, i.e. item difficulty ($b$), item discrimination ($a$), and guessing ($c$), and their corresponding curves, namely item characteristic curve (ICC) and item information function curve. A review of the literature shows clearly that the item $a$-parameter is the major factor influencing item exposure in a CAT system (e.g., Chang & Ying, 1999). $a$ parameter provides the amount of information an item would yield in the given $b$ value. Selecting items with maximum information in CAT leads to a substantial gain in efficiency (Chang & Ying, 1999). Hence, Hol, Vorst, and Mellenbergh (2007) assert that it is possible that OSFs created on the basis of $a$-parameter values perform equally well compared to CATs. Of course, in addition to the $a$ values, it is important to balance the range of $b$ values to produce a wide distribution of difficulty levels across the ability continuum; thus ensuring a good match between the items and different ability levels (Chang, Qian, & Ying, 2001). With respect to the number of test items, it should be mentioned that overall, an OSF requires a bit larger number of items than a CAT to achieve comparable precision because in general, an OSF attempts to optimize larger areas of ability at once whereas CAT maximizes information about every single examinee separately (Choi, Reise, Pilkonis, Hays, & Cella, 2010). Thus, the main concern in an OSF is to develop a shortened version of a test brief and simple enough to be practical, yet broad enough to comprehensively measure a wide range of ability and cover all the content areas included in the full-length test (Kosinski et al., 2003).
If one were to put the degree of score precision of the shortened tests on a continuum, then traditional CTT-based short forms would be at one extreme, where test reduction techniques are some form of internal consistency maximization, resulting in the selection of a set of items which are highly redundant in appearance, narrow in content, and potentially low in validity (Stanton et al., 2002) and where the tests are almost always in favor of the average examinees with no point of adaptation to different levels of ability. On the other extreme would be the CATs where, in Keng’s (2008) terms, “adaptation occurs after every item and each examinee could potentially receive a completely different set of items” (p. 46). Offline short tests would then take the middle ground between these two extremes. An OSF does not take its points of adaptation at the individual levels, but instead it tries to optimize to a larger group at once. OSFs rely on a fixed set of questions that may not possibly be the best set for all the examinees, but they instead try to achieve their best precision by spreading high quality questions over a relatively broad range to cover higher and lower levels of ability as well as the average level (Jette, 2003).

Given the current interest in OSF in medical and clinical-based studies, it is noteworthy that it has been virtually ignored in the field of foreign language testing where, on the one hand, the use of markedly lengthy tests is a big issue for measurement and research settings and on the other hand the use of CAT to make the test shortened is apparently unfeasible in many contexts. Therefore, it is fair to ask, why are not more applications in the realm of language testing if IRT-based short forms are so advantageous and so successfully used in other settings? Consequently, our chief purpose in the present study was to explore the properties of an OSF in comparison with a conventional lengthy test (CT) when the tests are to measure the vocabulary knowledge of EFL learners. The two testing systems were compared in terms of: (1) score precision, including the standard error (SE) of ability (θ) estimates, the bias of the ability estimates (differences of OSF ability estimates from the CT ability estimates), and ceiling and floor effects, (2) score comparability, the correlation between OSF and CT ability estimates, and (3) quality of classification decisions, in terms of classifying examinees into two groups (masters/nonmasters) and three groups (below basic, basic, and proficient). Toward that end, the following research questions were put forward:

1. How precise are the OSF scores in comparison with the CT scores?
2. How well do the OSF scores represent the CT scores?
3. How accurate are the results of OSF classification decisions in comparison with those of the CT?

Method

Instrumentation

Creating item bank. To start the study, we had to build an OSF out of an item bank. Development of an item bank therefore was the first step. This was done in four phases. The first course of action was item development. For this step, the study pooled the items from the Special English subtests of the Iranian National University Entrance Exam (INUEE) from three consecutive school years (2003, 2004, and 2005). The aim of the subtest is to measure candidates’ general English language proficiency to screen the best for admission to English majors. Each subtest consists of 70 dichotomously-scored MC items with four alternatives in different areas including: structure, vocabulary, word order, language function, cloze test, and reading comprehension. As the focus of this study was on estimating vocabulary knowledge of the examinees, all of the analyses were directly performed on the items testing vocabulary, i.e. a total of 98 items in the three years.

The second phase in the item bank construction was collecting data for IRT calibration. Data was obtained from the archive of the National Organization for Educational Measurement of Iran. The dataset included the responses of 774,258 examinees who sat for the Special English subtests mentioned above. In detail, the data included a general population of 270,201 examinees taking the 2003 test, 284,403 cases taking the 2004 test, and 219,654 cases sitting for the 2005 test. Calibration data overlapped somewhat by including a number of examinees who sat for at least two of the tests. This is common-examinees linking which makes the items of the three tests be calibrated on the same scale (Davey, Oshima, & Lee, 1996).

The next phase was item calibration and test of model fit. Using BILOG-MG, (Zimowski, Muraki, Mislevy, & Bock, 2003), IRT parameter estimates were computed by testing the statistical fit of one-, two-, and three-parameter logistic models for each item. The main purpose of calibration at this stage was to identify poorly performing and misfitting items so as to remove them from the item set. The results indicated the three-parameter logistic model as the best fitting. Also, the test information functions (TIFs) for the three years exams from which the 98 items were pooled revealed that an abundance of the high quality items was covering moderate to difficult levels of proficiency and very few informative items were
extending to the lower end of the continuum. That is, the items provided the most information (and therefore the highest precision of measurement) for the people at the higher ability. And, the exams exhibited the most prominent loss of information for θ levels lower than – 0.5.

In the end, for the purpose of developing the item bank, we retained a set of 43 items with nearly high discrimination values and with item difficulties represented at various levels across the ability continuum of the target sample.

Building CT. In the present study, the conventional test (CT) was considered as a benchmark to evaluate the success of the OSF in estimating the vocabulary knowledge of the examinees. Typically, in literature, a full test which consists of all the available items is used as the criterion for short form performance (e.g. Haley, Coster, et al., 2004; Wang, 2009). However, in this project, considering the roughly large size of the full test and in order to increase the response rate on the part of the participants, it was supposed desirable to develop a shorter form to maximize time saving. Therefore, we drew 60 items from the full test for inclusion in the CT. Test reliability estimated through Cronbach’s alpha turned out to be sufficiently high (0.92).

Building OSF. Once the item parameters were estimated and the final item bank was specified, we tried to develop the OSF. Note that if an OSF does not have adequate breadth over the θ scale, it will possibly lead to ceiling and/or floor effects and subsequently, failure to capture all the relevant ability levels. Hence, items of maximum information across the θ scale were selected from the bank for inclusion in the OSF.

It was expected that an OSF with 12 items would constitute an abridged test that would still exhibit acceptable levels of measurement properties. To ensure that there were adequate items available at each level of ability, the item bank was divided into 12 blocks based on b values. The blocks as well as the items within each block were arranged in ascending order while keeping items with high a values and low c values within each block. Therefore, the first block included items with the lowest b values, and the 12th block included items with the highest b values. The adjacent blocks overlapped partially in terms of the difficulty of the items. Each item was selected from one block for inclusion in the OSF. Beyond considering item properties in the selection of the items for an OSF, it was
important to take steps to ensure that the content of the long test was adequately represented in the OSF (von Baeyer, Chambers, & Eakins, 2011). Hence, while item selection was carried out, the content of the items was reviewed to ensure that the shortened test conserved content coverage.

We decided to create 30 short forms of the OSF from the available items in the bank. Using 30 different test forms would allow us to estimate and compare scores of the examinees who answered different sets of items in order to have a better understanding of the overall measurement properties of the OSF with different combinations of the items. Overall, the end result of this step of the study was the creation of 30 short forms from the available items in the bank so that each short form consisted of 12 high quality items distributed uniformly across the ability scale and arranged in a sequence of increasingly difficult items.

Participants and Data Collection Procedures

The sample used for the study involved a total of 332 examinees consisting of 73 upper intermediate EFL learners from four different English language teaching institutes and 259 English-major freshmen students from eight universities across the country, Iran. Since the tests used in the study pooled items from the English subtests of the INUEE, participants were selected in a way to roughly match this level of vocabulary knowledge. The participants were not needed to be perfectly homogenous, bearing in mind that all of the participants took two tests (OSF and CT) and the purpose of the study was to see how the performances on the two tests married up. As such, only an overall match between the participants’ levels of vocabulary knowledge and the test difficulty level was required. All the examinees volunteered for the participation in the data collection process.

All the participants received two tests, CT and one short form, but the tests were administered to the examinees in a random pattern, with approximately half of the examinees taking the CT first and half taking one of the short forms first, followed by the other test. Administration was done in this manner to prevent order effect on test performance and to counterbalance fatigue effects. After removing the invalid answer sheets, 253 examinee responses remained for data analysis. Invalid responses included those with great mismatch between the responses to common items in the two tests (the probability of answering by chance), those with incomplete answer sheets, those with unusual response patterns, e.g. a repeated pattern for every four items, and finally those which were completed in an
Data Analysis

Analyses were conducted in two parts. First, item calibration was conducted to determine item characteristics in order to choose the best items for the item bank. The procedure was explained in detail in Creating item bank Section.

The second part of the analysis investigated the psychometric properties of the OSF using the response data of examinees with valid answer sheets, i.e. a total of 253 answer sheets. We compared the estimates of the vocabulary knowledge score of these 253 examinees in the CT and OSF in terms of their relative precision, score comparability, and classification consistency. In all the steps, the CT performances served as the basis against which OSF scores were compared and evaluated.

Though the scoring system for a conventional test is typically within the framework of number-correct scoring system, in the present study, the score estimates were based on IRT scoring for both formats of the tests so as to put all the scores on the same scale and to facilitate the comparison of the scores and classification decisions. An additional advantage of IRT-based scoring is that standard error is calculated for every individual separately. Among the IRT scoring approaches, we preferred to use the Expected A Posteriori (EAP) approach which, unlike maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), could estimate the scores for examinees who answer all the items correctly or all the items incorrectly and produce more precise ability estimates (Wang, 2009). Obtaining examinee parameters (i.e. scoring examinees) was done through BILOG program using 1-PL model, an IRT model which commonly provides more stable estimates with the relatively small sample sizes (Haley et al., 2004). It should be noted that for the scoring phase, we added a command to the BILOG syntax to import the item parameters which were calculated during the first phase of the analysis into the program in order to use these known item parameters during the score estimation procedure.

To evaluate how precise the OSF scores are, three evaluative criteria were used: standard error (SE) of estimation, bias, and ceiling and floor effects. Bias was
defined as OSF score minus CT score. The values of bias indicated how far the OSF scores were from the CT scores (Cook et al., 2008; Wang, 2009). The positive bias values indicated the ability estimation process in OSF had a tendency to overestimate the $\theta$ and the negative values were a sign of underestimation of the $\theta$ values. Ceiling and floor effects were defined as the percentage of examinees who answered all or none of the items correctly.

To go beyond the overall analyses of the entire range of $\theta$ estimate, we estimated SE and bias for three intervals along the $\theta$ continuum: $\theta < -1$, $-1 < \theta \leq 1$, $\theta > 1$. This allowed us to have a better understanding of the OSF performance in different levels of the ability.

Score comparability was evaluated in terms of the Pearson product-moment correlation between the ability estimates from the CT and OSF. This variable indicates how well the OSF scores are similar to the CT scores. To ensure that the correlation was not inflated by the common items in the two tests, we removed the common items from the CT and then estimated the correlation.

At last, to evaluate how well the OSF classified examinees, two types of classification were made:
1. two-level classification in which the examinees with $\theta < 0$ were classified as nonmasters and those with $\theta \geq 0$ as masters, and
2. three-level classification where the vocabulary knowledge of examinees with $\theta \leq -1$, $-1 < \theta < 1$, $\theta > 1$ was considered ‘below basic’, ‘basic’, and ‘proficient’, respectively. The labels were taken from Zhang (2010).

Classification accuracy was measured by comparing the classification results of the OSF with the results of the CT to see how consistent the results of the OSF were. To evaluate the classification consistency, two evaluative criteria were used: the agreement coefficient ($\rho$) and Cohen’s Kappa coefficient ($\kappa$).

### Results

#### Comparison of OSF and CT

**Score precision.** The goal here was to know whether substantial reduction in respondent burdens is possible while maintaining acceptable standards of score precision. Precision of the OSF $\theta$ estimates was determined based on the SE, bias
of the estimates, and floor and ceiling effects in comparison to those of the CT. The results are presented in Table 1. As depicted, the mean of the scores for the OSF was 1.04 and for the CT was 0.85, indicating that the examinees achieved, on the whole, slightly higher scores on the OSF by an effect size of 0.25, a small effect size. With respect to the errors of the estimations, Table 1 shows that the SE for the OSF scores is 0.40 and for the CT scores is 0.20. As such, the conventional test estimated the scores with more precision than the OSF. In terms of bias, the distribution of the difference scores showed that there were more positive values than negative values, indicating that more examinees scored higher on the OSF than on the CT. This is reflected in the mean of the difference scores, reported in the table, where the bias is + 0.24. In greater detail, almost 68% of the examinees scored slightly higher on the OSF than on the CT, 23% of the examinees scored a bit higher on the CT than on the OSF and 9% of the examinees received the same scores on both tests. The person ability distribution also demonstrated no obvious floor and ceiling effects in the tests except a slight ceiling effect for the OSF where two individuals (0.8%) answered all the items correctly.

Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for Score Estimates, SE, Bias, and Ceiling and Floor Effects in CT and OSF (n=253)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Score Estimates</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>Ceiling</th>
<th>Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSF</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>+.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more detailed comparison of the tests along different ranges of the scores, analyses of the SE and bias are shown in Table 2 for three intervals along the θ continuum: θ = -1, -1 < θ ≤ 1, θ > 1.

Table 2
SE and Bias in CT and OSF across 3 Score Levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Low Score Range</th>
<th>Mid Score Range</th>
<th>High Score Range</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Low Score Range</th>
<th>Mid Score Range</th>
<th>High Score Range</th>
<th>Bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 ≤ θ &lt; -1</td>
<td>-0.5 &lt; θ &lt; 0</td>
<td>0.5 &gt; θ 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 ≤ θ &lt; -1</td>
<td>-0.5 &lt; θ &lt; 0</td>
<td>0.5 &gt; θ 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n=9)</td>
<td>(n=128)</td>
<td>(n=116)</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSF</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>-.50</td>
<td>-.34</td>
<td>-.13</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The table shows that the SE of both tests increased as the scores moved away from the center of the ability distribution. That is, both CT and OSF estimated the scores with slightly more precision for individuals scoring below +1 and above -1 than for individuals at the two tails of the ability continuum. In other words, the most precisely measured examinees were those with \( \theta \) values around zero while examinees with \( \theta \) values at the two extremes of the scale were measured with slightly less precision. A review of the bias of the test across three intervals indicated that the smallest bias was at \( \theta \) levels above 1 and the largest bias was at ability levels below -1. In other words, scores were the most biased for the more extreme negative \( \theta \) values and the least biased for the more extreme positive \( \theta \) values.

**Score comparability.** Similarities between the scores of the two tests were examined by computing the Pearson correlation coefficient to assess the extent to which OSF scores were consistent and comparable with scores from the CT. Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated for each set of the scores from the OSF-generated short form and the corresponding examinees’ scores in the CT. The results are given in Table 3. As the Table indicates, all the correlations between the CT and short forms were significant and substantial except for those relating to short forms 7, 10, and 25. Apart from these three short forms, the correlations between the CT and short forms were quite high, ranging from 0.76 for short form 2 to 0.99 for short form 21, with an average of 0.86. In terms of the variance, OSF, on average, accounted for 74% of the variance in the CT which according to Cohen (1992), this amount of variance represents a very large effect size. This suggests that performance on the OSF is associated strongly with performance on the CT.
Recall that, in order to ensure that the correlations were not inflated by the common items in the two tests, we first removed the common items from the CT and then estimated the correlation. According to Smith et al. (2000), in so doing,
we may underestimate the overlap. That is, the real amounts of correlation between
the two tests would probably be higher than those reported here.

**Classification consistency.** The classification results of the OSF were
compared with those of the CT in order to obtain the extent of agreement between
the two tests in classifying the test takers into two categories of master and
nonmaster, and three categories of below basic, basic, and proficient.

Results from classifying examinees as master/nonmaster according to the OSF
and CT are displayed in Table 4. The table indicates that the CT classified 38
students as nonmasters and 215 cases as masters while the OSF classified 22
students as nonmasters and 231 ones as masters. In terms of classification
consistency, 229 (= 18 + 211) of the sample (n = 253) are classified in the same
way in the two tests. Out of all the students in the master category (n = 215, based
on the results of the CT), the OSF correctly classified 211 students (98.2 %) as
masters. And, the proportion of correctly identified nonmasters was 47.5% (18
students out of 38 students in the nonmaster category). Of the misclassified cases
(n = 20 + 4), most were nonmasters incorrectly classified as masters in the OSF;
that is, most of the errors were of false positive type. On the whole, the
classification of 91% of the test takers remained unchanged across the two tests
and the agreement coefficient (p) reached 0.91, indicating a very high agreement
between the two tests in classifying the students into two categories. However, the
Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (κ) for this concordance was 0.55. The Kappa
coefficient estimated a substantially lower reliability since it adjusts for the
expected chance agreement (Ary, Jacobs, Sorensen, & Razavieh, 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Master/Nonmaster Classification in OSF and CT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonmaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSF</td>
<td>Nonmaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Cell values indicate the number of examinees in each category.*
Table 5 presents the results of the OSF and the CT in classifying the examinees into three categories. Here, the proportions of correctly identified cases were 66.67% (6 out of 9 students) for the below basic level, 84.38% (108 out of 128 students) for the basic level, and 92.24% (107 out of 116 students) for the proficient level. These results suggest that the OSF had substantially high accuracy in the classification of basic and proficient students but lower accuracy in correctly classifying examinees as below basic. Of the misclassification cases, all were misclassified into an adjacent category and none of the examinees was misclassified into a far distant category (e.g. a student in the Below Basic category being classified as Proficient). Overall, 221 students (87%) of the sample were correctly classified which yielded an agreement coefficient ($\rho$) of 0.87 and a Kappa coefficient ($\kappa$) of 0.75. Here, the agreement coefficient was slightly lower than that of the two-level classification, but surprisingly, the Kappa coefficient was considerably higher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Below Basic</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Proficient</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OSF</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below Basic</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proficient</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** Cell values indicate the number of examinees in each category.

The lower value of $\kappa$ for the two-level classification is due to the great reliance of Kappa coefficient on the number of codes, i.e. the number of categories in the classification. Bakeman, Quera, McArthur, and Robinson (1997) asserted that “values for Kappa are lower when codes are fewer” (p. 357). Due to this limitation of the Kappa statistic, we relied on the results of the agreement coefficient ($\rho$) in the current study which indicated substantial agreement between the two sets of the tests in classifying examinees into two and three groups.

**Discussion**

The focus of the study was on examining the psychometric quality of the offline short form testing in comparison to the conventional testing. Specifically, there were three main areas of interest to examine: quality of person $\theta$ estimates,
comparability of $\theta$ estimates, and quality of the classification decisions. In what follows, we discuss the results obtained in light of the focused areas.

**Quality of $\theta$ estimates: How precise are the OSF scores in comparison with the CT scores?**

One of the critical questions was to what extent the OSF scores were precise. The analysis of the means of the two tests and bias of the score estimates revealed that examinees’ CT scores were lower than OSF scores. That is, the examinees achieved slightly higher scores on the OSF than on the CT. From these results a tendency was seen for the OSF to be somewhat easier for the test takers. This pattern of scores is apparently the same as those found in Choi et al. (2010) and Wang (2009) but with a slightly smaller difference between the two test scores which probably was due to the smaller length of their conventional tests (28 and 39 items, respectively). This finding may in part be explained by the fact that probably the 60-item CT used in this study was long and demanding on the part of the test takers and consequently some examinees might have experienced fatigue and lost interest as they continued to answer the conventional test; this is probably true as the researchers observed that the test was seen by some students as too daunting to even start. Also, since longer tests take more time to answer, they often tend to have more missing data and have higher rates of guessing than short tests. It would be quite reasonable to expect the rate of the wrong answers, missing answers, and/or guessing to be higher for a lengthy test, like the CT used in the present study, specifically when the test is for research purposes rather than scoring purposes which makes some test takers be less responsive; evidence from this may also come from the fact that about 25% of the answer sheets were faulty and removed from further analysis. Cheating could have been another possible factor as well. In the CT, the examinees received the same questions, so there was a chance for cheating, especially for the examinees who had lost their interest during the test administration and were therefore encouraged to cheat, whereas in the OSF the examinees’ chance of cheating was nearly reduced to zero because they received different short forms. All these undesirable factors could have affected the test performance, threatened the scores, and consequently resulted in obtaining lower scores on the CT. On the other hand, decreased time demands on the examinees in the OSF might have increased the probability of answering the test with much more attention, resulting in fewer wrong or missing answers, and guessing. The researchers also observed that most of the examinees answered the OSF questions with enthusiasm when they found the test is so short. This issue is reaffirmed by
Giouroglou and Economides (2004) who maintain that “economy in time and item selection can result in increased test production and higher scores [emphasis added] from the part of examinees” (p. 750). This may suggest that there is the possibility that OSF provides potentially more valid inferences about the individuals’ performances than a lengthy CT (if we can assume that answering with much more attention resulting in more valid interpretations).

Another interesting result obtained from the bias of the OSF scores is related to the pattern emerged for the bias along the θ continuum. Bias values decreased in magnitude as θ estimates increased. In comparison to the CT, OSF showed the biggest gap in measurement at the low score range (θ ≤ -1); but, while approaching the positive end of the continuum, OSF showed the least biased scores. In loose terms, the difference between the scores obtained from the CT and OSF was the biggest for the examinees in the lower end of the θ scale (θ ≤ -1); the difference then decreased for those in the middle of the scale (-1 < θ ≤ 1) and reached its lowest value for those in the higher end of the scale (θ > 1). Remember that the extent to which the scores of the two tests are similar indicates how well the OSF functions in estimating the examinees’ scores. The pattern emerged for the bias in the present study runs somehow counter to those of Hol et al., (2007) and Wang (2009) who found that a short form like OSF performs better for midrange scores in terms of the score bias as they observed that the difference between the short test and the conventional test was the least for the examinees in the middle of the scale rather than in the higher end of the scale. The difference in the results may in part be explained by the quality of the items used in the present study where the total item information curves had a quite peaked information function at the positive part of the scale. That is, the exams from which the items were drawn had the most informative items for those in the middle to higher end of the scale and few items providing high information for test takers with low ability were available. Then, the influence of item characteristics on the short forms’ scores became apparent in the pattern of bias of θ estimates where the bias became increasingly lower towards the positive end of the θ continuum, closely resembling TIF curves. If we had had more informative items for the low-ability examinees, probably the scores of these examinees on the OSF would have been more similar to those of the CT and consequently the bias values would have been lower. These findings draw attention to the critical effect of the item characteristics on the results of a test, repeatedly echoed by many studies (e.g. Cella, Gershon, Lai, & Choi, 2007; Choi et al., 2010; Hol et al., 2007). The other potential source of such bias pattern is related to the
phenomenon of guessing. Previously, we discussed that due to the short length of the test, probably most of the examinees read and answered the OSF questions with more care and attention which, in turn, reduced the rate of guessing in the answers. On the other hand, due to the long length of the CT, some examinees might have lost their interest, read the questions with less care and were encouraged to guess the answers. Such examinees were logically more among low-ability examinees rather than high-ability examinees. As such, it would be then quite reasonable to expect the difference between the OSF scores and the CT scores to decrease in magnitude as \( \theta \) estimates increased and approached the positive end of the continuum. It remains to note that the findings of this part must be considered in the context of the sample size limitation. Remember that for this part, we divided the sample (\( n = 253 \)) into three levels. The sample size of different ability levels was unequal; particularly, the examinees of low ability level (\( n=9 \)) were considerably fewer than those of the intermediate level (\( n=128 \)) or high ability level (\( n=116 \)). It is possible that the results of the negative end of the continuum might have differed if the tests had been administered to more low ability examinees. Thus, replication of this study with larger sample size at all ranges of ability would help to have a better understanding of the results.

As a measure of precision, the SE is an additional indicator of whether reducing the number of items substantially lowers or maintains the precision with which an OSF is estimating the ability of the test takers. As was hypothesized, the results demonstrated that OSF estimates achieved greater SE in measuring the ability of the sample than did the CT estimates. A slight loss of measurement precision in the OSF estimates is quite expected given that the length of the conventional test was substantially reduced in the OSF. The same finding was also observed in more or less all the other studies examining the psychometric quality of a short form test in comparison with a parent test (e.g. McMahon & Harvey, 2007; Wang, 2009). The results of the present study are still more encouraging than such studies as the study employed shorter forms (one-fifth of the CT) than the ones used in such studies (e.g. one-third of the CT).

The partial loss of the measurement precision in reduced test forms like OSF is inevitable particularly where the number of reduced items is substantial. In this regard, a more critical question would be to what extent the precision in scoring is required and preferable. The OSF in this study yielded precision comparable to the CATs of some studies such as Choi (2010), Hart, Mioduski, and Stratford (2005),
Occasionally, the stopping rule for a CAT program is prespecified by setting a precision standard (i.e. a standard error) in the CAT algorithm. The CAT is terminated whenever that level of standard error is met (Ware et al., 2003). The logic is that the test should not exceed that level of standard error if the test aims to be precise enough. In all the above-mentioned studies, the stopping rules of the CAT algorithms required standard errors to be less than 0.3 or 0.4 which were judged, and also showed, to be satisfactory levels of SE and led to precise ability estimates. The conclusion is that although OSF generally did not achieve the same level of measurement precision as the conventional test, it still achieved a desired and satisfied level of measurement precision and its results are comparable to those seen in a CAT system. This shows that in practice, we were able to reach adequate level of measurement precision with only 12 items, i.e. an 80% savings in the administered items and consequently in the administered time. Overall, these findings suggest that the OSF can stand as a reasonable alternative for the longer conventional test as it retained a remarkable level of precision while drastically reducing the length of the test and increasing its efficiency. Additionally, the findings suggest that the OSF can also be an efficient alternative to CAT, especially when the conditions dictate that a very short test be used but implementing a CAT program is not feasible. Of particular note is that these results were attained with a small sample size which certainly influenced the amounts of standard errors of estimations. Edelen and Reeve (2007, p. 8) maintain that “IRT scores will have smaller standard errors as sample size increases”. Accordingly, it is expected that the amount of standard error of the OSF scores might be lower if the sample size were larger. Moreover, we had an item bank in which few items with high information for low-ability students were available. It would be possible that a relatively more comprehensive item bank optimizes the performance of the OSF.

The final measure of the precision of the OSF ability scores concerned the examinees’ score distribution, namely ceiling and floor effects. One possible problem reported occasionally of the short form precision over the full test is related to the problem of ceiling/floor effects. For example, Choi (2010), Choi et al. (2010), Haley et al. (2004), Kosinski et al. (2003), and Ware and Sherbourne (1992) reported the presence of ceiling/floor effect in their short form tests that ranged from slight to substantial effects. This problem may come from the use of items that do not closely match the ability of the individuals at the extremes and consequently failure to capture all the levels of ability adequately (Choi, 2010). An
ideal short form therefore has enough questions to cover the entire θ range rather than limited regions of θ. In order to become as inclusive as possible, in the present study, we tried to select appropriate items at different relevant ability levels (the lower, middle, and higher ends). The results of ceiling and floor effects revealed that we were more or less successful in our goal as there were only two individuals in the ceilings but no floor effects in the OSF (despite the lack of sufficient items at the lower extreme). This would lead us to conclude that the range of \( b \) properly matched the range of θ in our short forms and they provided an optimal range of coverage (i.e. adequate breadth of measurement).

Comparability of θ estimates: How well do the OSF scores represent the CT scores?

Another crucial question was how well the 12-item short form scores of the OSF can stand in for the conventional test; that is how well they are comparable with and similar to the CT scores. OSF accounted for nearly a high percentage of the variance in the CT (74%), with items 5 times fewer than the CT items. This indicates that, although the short forms included only 20% of the items of the conventional test, they predicted, on average, almost 74% of the variance of the CT, suggesting that OSF could be a good predictor of the conventional test and that OSF can come quite close to the CT in terms of estimating ability. This finding mirrors the results of the previous studies on the correlation between an IRT-based short form and the full test where high correlations between the scores of the two tests were found (e.g. von Baeyer et al., 2011; Haley, Coster et al., 2004; Wang, 2009; Ware et al., 2003). This finding indicates that OSF strategy worked well with a vocabulary test since it was possible to reduce the test length as much as 80% without substantially distorting the parametric structure of the estimated scores.

A review of the short forms having nonsignificant correlations revealed that there was an item in these three short forms with item discrimination considerably lower than those of other short forms. This leads us once again to the importance of item characteristics and their influence on the results. Even one problematic item, i.e. not having high quality item parameters, may compromise the efficiency of the short forms (especially when the number of items is low), which in turn, may threaten the accuracy of the estimated scores.

Quality of classification decisions: How accurate are the results of OSF classification decisions?
Finally, an important issue regarding the utility of the OSF involves the accuracy of the classification decisions in terms of the agreement in classifications with those obtained from the CT. We observed that the OSF resulted in a classification accuracy of 91% for the two-level classification and 87% for the three-level classification, with the examinees having needed to answer only one-fifth of the CT items. The interesting part of the results was that for both types of classifications, the accuracy of classifications (percentage of classifications predicted correctly) increased with an increase in $\theta$ values. It was found that there were higher proportions of correctly identified master or proficient than correctly identified nonmaster or below basic level, for the two and three level classifications, respectively. This is due to the tendency that was observed for the OSF to be somewhat easier for the test takers. Recall that a substantial number of the examinees got slightly higher scores on the OSF, in comparison with the CT scores. This resulted in the identification of more examinees as master and proficient in the OSF; that is to say, in comparison with the CT, the OSF had a tendency to overidentify the level of the examinees which led to a slight decrease in the rate of correctly identifying Nonmasters and those in the Below Basic level. Nonetheless, this conclusion is true as long as the results of the CT classifications against which the OSF results were compared are correct. We earlier concluded that the negative effect of the long length of the CT might have compromised the results obtained on the CT. This is reaffirmed by Petway (2010) who notes that a measure that is too long may lead to unwanted forms of bias and threaten the clarity of the results as the examinees may experience fatigue or lose interest while responding a measure. As such, it would be possible to conclude that actually the CT had a tendency to underidentify the level of the examinees.

Overall, OSF attained classification results substantially comparable to those seen for the CT. The high degree of correspondence between the two tests in making decisions in classifying the individuals above or below one and two cutting scores is promising and encouraging. This suggests that the OSF methodology was successful in reducing the number of questions that need to be answered without seriously compromising classification accuracy; and, once more, it was indicated that the items deleted in the OSF were not informative enough and probably did little in discriminating the individuals above or below a cutting score. This high consistency of classification was a result of the advantages obtained by using the IRT model. Looking at studies that adopted more or less the same methodology, we found that Kosinski et al. (2003), for example, also found that the window
provided by IRT model contributed markedly in constructing an efficient, reliable, and valid short form for use in screening and monitoring patient outcomes.

**Conclusions and Further Directions**

In this study we tried to move a step forward toward developing a practical and precise shortened form of a lengthy conventional test for evaluating the vocabulary knowledge of English language learners. The findings suggest that we successfully accomplished our goal to develop an OSF that demonstrates acceptable psychometric characteristics. Accordingly, we concluded that the OSF has the potential to stand as a reasonable alternative for a longer test, especially where brevity of the test and time-saving are high priorities. The research also supported the use of the OSF as a good alternative for a CAT project, especially when conducting all those demanding steps for setting up a CAT project is not feasible, provided that items of the OSF are carefully selected on the basis of the IRT parameters. The value added by IRT was in the process taken to reach conclusions. Detailed item level information obtained from the IRT calibration allowed us to select the most appropriate items for different ability levels. Doing so, we accomplished to avoid irrelevant items for inclusion in the OSF which resulted in reducing drastically the length of the test. This, in turn, resulted in not only lightening the burden for the students, but also lessening the negative effects of a lengthy test (e.g. losing interest, guessing, cheating, and missing answers).

Concerning the partial loss of measurement precision in the OSF, it bears to mind that by and large, short tests are a tradeoff between size and accuracy. Our purpose in this study was to design short forms that conserved content coverage while sacrificing as little measurement precision as possible. However, according to Choi (2010), it is inevitable to preserve the precision in the creation of a short form. In the same vein, Petway (2010, p. 10) asserted that “any reduction will motivate a loss of some kind of information”. Evidently, there is always a struggle between size and accuracy in the development of a test. The decision largely depends on which aspect, size or accuracy, of a test is the issue for a test administrator, i.e. how much information s/he is willing to obtain, and how much concern s/he has for the test size and time saving. If testing time is not strictly limited, then one may go with a CT. That is, we somewhat agree with Gosling, Rentfrow, and Swann (2003) and Rammstedt and John (2007) that static short forms are not recommended to totally substitute the regular assessments when time
and space are not in short supply or when a high degree of score precision is required.

The potential benefits of the OSFs would be admirable particularly for research contexts where routinely multiple tests as different parts of a test battery are implemented. The tests in such settings should be short enough to prevent the participants from breaking off. The availability of a short and efficient, yet psychometrically strong test is then required. Here, an OSF could be suitable to reduce the test length and decrease the threat of missing data or item selection bias without seriously compromising the accuracy of the test.

Last of all, although the findings of this study support the potential benefits of the OSFs for abbreviating the test administration process, one must weigh the pros and cons of both tests, OSF and CT, to choose the one most likely to meet the intended need. More importantly, much work still remains to be done to further our understanding of the properties of the OSF particularly in the field of language testing. Of course, the conclusions of the present study have to be interpreted in light of the specific features of the item bank, instruments, and test assembly method and cannot be generalized to other item banks, other OSF creation algorithms, or the measurement of other constructs. Likewise, the results of the classification consistency observed here should be interpreted within the specific item bank and the cut score set up here. The results of the classification errors may be different if other cut scores are set.
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